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Abstract

Representation of words in different languages is fundamental for various cross-lingual applications. In the past researches,

there was an argument in using or not using word alignment in learning bilingual word representations. This paper presents a com-

prehensive empirical study on the uses of parallel corpus to learn the word representations in the embedding space. Various non-

alignment and alignment approaches are explored to formulate the contexts for Skip-gram modeling. In the approaches without

word alignment, concatenating A and B, concatenating B and A, interleaving A with B, shuffling A and B, and using A and B sep-

arately are considered, where A and B denote parallel sentences in two languages. In the approaches with word alignment, three

word alignment tools, including GIZA++, TsinghuaAligner, and fast_align, are employed to align words in sentences A and B.

The effects of alignment direction from A to B or from B to A are also discussed. To deal with the unaligned words in the word

alignment approach, two alternatives, using the words aligned with their immediate neighbors and using the words in the inter-

leaving approach, are explored. We evaluate the performance of the adopted approaches in four tasks, including bilingual dictio-

nary induction, cross-lingual information retrieval, cross-lingual analogy reasoning, and cross-lingual word semantic relatedness.

These tasks cover the issues of translation, reasoning, and information access. Experimental results show the word alignment

approach with conditional interleaving achieves the best performance in most of the tasks.

� 2019 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

In distributed word representation, words are mapped to a low dimensional vector space, in which both syntax and

semantics can be captured. Using monolingual distributional information has become a common technique in vari-

ous tasks, such as tagging, chunking (Collobert et al., 2011), parsing (Chen et al., 2014) and sentiment analysis

(Kim, 2014). One of popular methods to learn word representations is the Skip-gram model (Mikolov et al., 2013a),
I This paper has been recommended for acceptance by Roger Moore.
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which is trained to predict the context of a target word in the same sentence.

Distributed word representations can also be learned over different language pairs so that semantically close

words in two languages are embedded close together in the same vector space. The bilingual representations can be

applied to various applications, e.g., cross-lingual word similarity (Faruqui and Dyer, 2014), unsupervised cross-lan-

guage part-of-speech tagging (Gouws and Søgaard, 2015), word translation (Mikolov et al., 2013b), and bilingual

named entity recognition (Wang et al., 2013).

Recently, the approaches of learning bilingual word representations from parallel corpus with word alignment

(Luong et al., 2015; Klementiev et al., 2012) or without word alignment (Coulmance et al., 2015; Gouws et al.,

2015; Hermann and Blunsom, 2014; Sarath Chandar et al., 2014) have been proposed. In this paper, we empirically

compare the impact of word alignment on learning bilingual word representations from sentence-aligned parallel

corpus. In the approaches without word alignment, we experiment four different types of methods to formulate the

contexts for Skip-gram modeling, including concatenating sentences in parallel corpus, interleaving words in parallel

sentence, shuffling the words in bilingual sentence (Vuli�c and Moens, 2015), and learning two monolingual word

representations separately (Gouws et al., 2015). In the approaches with word alignment, we first apply different

word alignment tools, including GIZA++ (Och and Ney, 2003), TsinghuaAligner (Liu and Sun, 2015) and fast_align

(Dyer et al., 2013), to align words in sentence-aligned parallel corpus, and then induce word alignment links to learn

bilingual semantics. For those unaligned words, Luong et al. (2015) use their immediate aligned neighbors. Alterna-

tively, we introduce a conditional interleaving mechanism to predict a source language’s pivot word in the target lan-

guage context when the pivot word is unaligned. The target language context is determined by the position of the

pivot word in the source language corresponding to the position in the target language.

The main contributions of this paper are five-fold. (1) We investigate the approaches of learning bilingual word repre-

sentations with and without word alignment comprehensively. (2) We propose an approach which learns bilingual word

representations from sentence-aligned parallel corpus with word alignment and a conditional interleaving mechanism. (3)

We investigate the impact of different word alignment tools and alignment directions in learning bilingual word represen-

tations. (4) We evaluate the bilingual representations on four different tasks, including bilingual dictionary induction,

cross-lingual information retrieval, cross-lingual analogy reasoning, and cross-lingual word semantic relatedness, which

cover the issues of translation, reasoning and information access. (5) We release the datasets for bilingual dictionary

induction, cross-lingual analogy reasoning and cross-lingual word semantic relatedness measurement.

The organization of this paper is as follows. Section 2 surveys the related work. Section 3 presents our methodol-

ogy. Section 4 shows the experimental setups and discusses the results of each of the four tasks. Section 5 concludes

the remarks.
2. Related work

Previous works have found that using translational context results has better representations and plays an important role in

a lot of NLP tasks, including word alignment (Zhao and Xing, 2006), machine translation (Tam et al., 2007), cross-lingual

sentiment analysis (Boyd-Graber and Resnik, 2010) and bilingual lexicon extraction (Vuli�c and Moens, 2013).

Skip-gram and continuous bag-of-words (CBOW) models proposed by Mikolov et al. (2013a) are simple single-

layered architectures that learn useful words representations from raw text. Skip-gram and CBOW encode geometri-

cal distributional properties of words in the embedding space. Other models about learning the distributed represen-

tation of words are also proposed (Pennington et al., 2014; Levy and Goldberg, 2014; Lebret and Collobert, 2014).

In recent years, several approaches have been explored to train and align bilingual word embeddings. We category these

approaches into three kinds: the approaches based on monolingual corpus, those based on sentence-aligned parallel corpus,

and those based on word-aligned parallel corpus. We describe the related work of these approaches in Sections 2.1, 2.2,

and 2.3, respectively. Section 2.4 gives an overview the tasks used for evaluating the bilingual word representations.

2.1. Approaches based on monolingual corpus

Zou et al. (2013) utilize the idea of transferring linguistic knowledge into resource-poor languages and learn the

bilingual word representations utilizing word alignments extracted by the Berkeley Aligner to constrain bilingual

equivalence in the objective function.
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Mikolov et al. (2013b) propose an approach that trains the distributed word representation on monolingual corpus sep-

arately and then maps word representations across languages by using a small bilingual dictionary. They employ a sto-

chastic gradient descent version of linear projection to transform the source language word vectors to the target language

space. Similar to Mikolov et al. (2013b), Bhattacharya et al. (2016) obtain word translation from distributed word repre-

sentation by using linear regression to learn a projection from the source language space to the target one.

The model proposed by Xiao and Guo (2014) learns bilingual word representations by using Wikitionary to build

the connections between bilingual word pairs. Gouws and Søgaard (2015) replace the text in the monolingual corpus

with a random translation using a small bilingual dictionary. They produce mixed context�target pairs and use this

corpus for training task-specific bilingual word representations. However, this method does not handle polysemy

because only a few translations are valid in the context. Duong et al. (2016) utilize the CBOW model to learn bilin-

gual word representations based on a monolingual corpus and a bilingual dictionary.

Mogadala and Rettinger (2016) use the distributed memory model as the monolingual objective and jointly opti-

mize the bilingual regularization function based on the availability of any types of corpus.
2.2. Approaches based on parallel corpus with sentence-alignment

Some approaches rely on sentence-aligned parallel corpus without word alignment. Faruqui and Dyer (2014)

extend the method proposed by Mikolov et al. (2013b) and use canonical correlation analysis to project the source

and the target language embeddings into a joint space simultaneously, where the bilingual dictionary is obtained

from a parallel corpus. Lu et al. (2015) learn the monolingual word vectors same as Faruqui and Dyer (2014). For

the bilingual word vectors, instead of linear mappings, they learn a nonlinear transformation by utilizing deep canon-

ical correlation analysis (DCCA).

Hermann and Blunsom (2014) learn the word and document representations by two neural network architectures.

The source sentence is read and encoded into a fixed-length vector, and then the translation is resulted from the

encoded vector by the decoder. Given a source sentence, the neural network is jointly trained to maximize the proba-

bility of a correct translation. Chandar et al. (2014) also use auto-encoders to learn a mapping from a bag-of-words

representation of an input phrase to that of an output phrase.

Following the Skip-Gram model (2013a), Gouws et al. (2015) propose the BilBOWA (Bilingual Bag-of-Words

without Alignments) model that predicts a word in its context but minimizes the L2-loss between the word vectors

of parallel sentences. Different from the work of Gouws et al. (2015), Coulmance et al. (2015) propose the Trans-

gram model which uses two cross-lingual objectives and aligns the word vector of the target language to the context

vector of the source language. Pham et al. (2015) extend the non-compositional paragraph vector model of Le and

Mikolov (2014) to force bilingual sentences sharing the same sentence vector.

The simplest model proposed by Vuli�c and Moens (2015) is based on document-aligned comparable data called

Bilingual Word Embedding Skip-gram model (BWESG) where bilingual semantic space is created by combining

and shuffling the comparable sentences. Their model outperforms latent Dirichlet allocation model and unigram lan-

guage model in both monolingual information retrieval and cross-lingual information retrieval tasks.

Besides neural network methods, Shi et al. (2015) learn the bilingual word representations by utilizing matrix co-

factorization framework. They define monolingual objectives in the form of matrix decomposition. They jointly opti-

mize two monolingual objectives with the bilingual objective acting as a bilingual regularizer during factorizing

monolingual co-occurrence matrices.
2.3. Approaches based on parallel corpus with word-alignment

In the approaches of using sentence-aligned parallel corpus with word alignment, Klementiev et al. (2012) jointly

optimize the mono-lingual and cross-lingual objectives simultaneously by minimizing the summation of mono-

lingual loss functions for each language and the cross-lingual loss function. Wu et al. (2014) propose an approach to

bilingual word representation by using the information of the phrase in source sentence and context of the phrase.

Their model learns the low dimension of phrases by contextual information and aligned phrases. Ko�cisk�y et al.
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(2014) proposed the distributed word alignment (DWA) model, which is a probabilistic model that jointly learns

word alignments and bilingual distributed word representations. Their model is an extension of the fast_align model

(Dyer et al., 2013). Instead of using the standard multinomial translation probability, DWA model uses a similarity

measurement over distributed word representations by modifying the log-bilinear language model. Luong et al.

(2015) propose Bilingual Skip-gram (BiSkip) whose learning objective is to predict words across languages where

the context of words is expanded to include bilingual links obtained from word alignments.

Upadhyay et al. (2016) compare cross-lingual embedding models that require different forms of cross-lingual

supervision. They suggest that the model with richer cross-lingual supervision can perform well in cross-lingual

semantic tasks. In addition, as the experimental results in Upadhyay et al. (2016), the approaches using parallel cor-

pus generally outperform those without the information of parallel corpus. Furthermore, word-level alignment

corpus is rare and the amount of data is less than that of sentence-aligned parallel corpus. In contrast, sentence-

aligned parallel corpus is easy to obtain and practical.

Word alignment introduces useful clues, but error alignment or unaligned words may have side effects in learning

word representations. Different from the above approaches, this paper focuses on the selection and the uses of the bilin-

gual contexts from a sentence-aligned parallel corpus without and with adopting word alignments. We examine the effects

of different word alignment tools and alignment directions, and deal with those unaligned cases. Moreover, we also

exhaustively discuss which approaches are preferred in which tasks in the experiments.
2.4. Evaluating on different tasks

We summarize the experiments for evaluating the quality of cross-lingual embeddings. In previous works, the

cross-lingual embeddings have been evaluated on three different tasks, including the cross-lingual document classifi-

cation (CLDC) introduced by Klementiev et al. (2012), the word translation task used by Mikolov et al. (2013b), and

monolingual word semantic relatedness measurement. We show the results in Tables 1, 2 and 3, respectively. The

best performances are highlighted in bold.

Table 1 shows the results of previous cross-lingual embeddings evaluated on the CLDC task. The goal of the

CLDC task is to classify documents in the target language using only labeled documents in the source language. Kle-

mentiev et al. (2012) induce cross-lingual embeddings for English�German pairs, classify a subset of the English

and German sections of the Reuters RCV1/RCV2 multilingual corpus to four categories: CCAT (Corporate/Indus-

trial), ECAT (Economics), GCAT (Government/Social), and MCAT (Markets). In this task, Pham et al. (2015)

achieve accuracy higher than 90% on the CLDC task in both directions.

Table 2 shows the results of the word translation task used by Mikolov et al. (2013b). The words are extracted

from the publicly available WMT11 English�Spanish. They extract the top 5 K frequent word pairs to train a trans-

lation matrix, and evaluate their method on the remaining 1 K. And then they use the online Google Translate service

to derive two sets of translation: English to Spanish and Spanish to English. Table 2 shows the evaluation of the pre-

cision P@k as the fraction of target translations that are within the top-k words returned by their methods.
Table 1

Results on Reuters cross-lingual document clas-

sification task.

Method En!De De! En

Majority class 46.8% 46.8%

Klementiev et al. (2012) 77.6% 71.1%

Hermann and Blunsom (2014) 83.7% 71.4%

Sarath Chandar et al. (2014) 91.8% 72.8%

Ko�cisk�y et al. (2014) 83.1% 75.4%

Gouws et al. (2015) 86.5% 75%

Luong et al. (2015) 87.6% 77.8%

Coulmance et al. (2015) 87.8% 78.7%

Pham et al. (2015) 92.7% 91.5%

Duong et al. (2016) 86.3% 76.8%

Mogadala and Rettinger (2016) 88.1% 78.9%



Table 2

Results on the translation task.

Method En! Es P@1 En! Es P@5 Es! En P@1 Es! En P@5

Edit distance 13% 18% 24% 27%

Word co-occurrence 19% 30% 20% 30%

Mikolov et al. (2013b) 33% 35% 51% 52%

Gouws et al. (2015) 39% 44% 51% 55%

Coulmance et al. (2015) 45% 61% 47% 62%
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In the word translation task, Mikolov et al. (2013b) report the scores of two baseline strategies based on edit-

distance and word co-occurrence, respectively. Coulmance et al. (2015) achieve a precision@1 of 45% for transla-

tion from English to Spanish. Both Mikolov et al. (2013b) and Gouws et al. (2015) achieve a precision@1 of 51%

for translation from Spanish to English.

Table 3 shows the results of monolingual word semantic relatedness measurement on 3 datasets: WS-de (353

pairs), WS-en (353 pairs) and RW-en (2034 pairs) (Finkelstein et al., 2001; Luong et al., 2013, 2015). These datasets

contain 353, 353, and 2034 word pairs, respectively, and the semantic similarity between each word pair is labeled

by human annotators. Good word embeddings should produce the similarity score correlated with human judgment.

The approach proposed by Duong et al. (2016) outperforms other methods.

Most previous studies investigated bilingual word representations between English and one of European languages. The

bilingual word representations between English and Chinese are few explored. In this work, we focus on learning bilingual

word representations between English and Chinese. A variety of strategies for word-level alignment are proposed. We

compare our approaches with previous methods by evaluating on four different tasks, including bilingual dictionary induc-

tion, cross-lingual information retrieval, cross-lingual analogy reasoning, and cross-lingual word semantic relatedness.
3. Methodology

The goal of bilingual word embedding is to learn word representations for all words in both source language and

target language in such a way that similar representations must be semantically close and similar representations

must be assigned to similar words across languages.

In the previous studies, several strategies for learning bilingual word representations have been proposed. How-

ever, the comparison between the non-alignment and alignment approaches are unexplored. In this paper, two fami-

lies of approaches � say, sentence-aligned only and sentence-aligned with word alignment, are compared. In the

former family, we investigate various methods to learn bilingual representations from sentence-aligned parallel cor-

pus without word alignment. In the latter family, we learn the bilingual representations from the bilingual signals

aligned by various word alignment tools.

Section 3.1 introduces the parallel corpus we use to train the bilingual word representations. In Section 3.2, three

word-alignment tools used in experiments are described and compared. Section 3.3 introduces Skip-gram, the word

representation learning algorithm. Section 3.4 shows a number of methods that train the bilingual word representa-

tion on the parallel corpus without word-alignment. In Section 3.5, we propose the strategies that train the bilingual

word representation by using the word-alignment information.

3.1. Corpus

For training the bilingual word representations, our material is an English�Chinese parallel corpus, named UM-Cor-

pus1 (Tian et al., 2014), which consists of 2.2 million parallel sentences from eight domains, including News, Spoken,

Laws, Thesis, Education, Science, Subtitle, and Microblog. All the sources are collected from the online journals (national

and international), official websites, online language learning resources (e.g. online dictionary and translation portals),

TED, and Microblogs. The crawled HTML documents are parsed, and the contents are extracted. Tian et al. (2014) utilize

existing mature algorithms to accelerate the building process, such as document alignment, sentence boundary detection

and statistical sentence alignment approach. For quality concern, the final result is manually verified.
1 http://nlp2ct.cis.umac.mo/um-corpus/index.html.

http://nlp2ct.cis.umac.mo/um-corpus/index.html


Table 3

Spearman’s rank correlation for monolingual word

semantic relatedness measurement.

Method WS-de WS-en RW-en

Klementiev et al. (2012) 0.238 0.132 0.073

Sarath Chandar et al. (2014) 0.346 0.398 0.205

Hermann and Blunsom (2014) 0.283 0.198 0.136

Gouws and Søgaard (2015) 0.674 0.718 0.310

Luong et al. (2015) 0.474 0.493 0.253

Lu et al. (2015) ¡ 0.708 ¡
Duong et al. (2016) 0.711 0.762 0.440
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3.2. Word alignment tools

Word alignment is aimed at identifying the correspondence between words in two languages. In this paper, we

utilize three different bilingual word alignment tools, including GIZA++ (Och and Ney, 2003), TsinghuaAligner

(Liu and Sun, 2015), and fast_align (Dyer et al., 2013).

GIZA++ trains the IBM Models (Brown et al., 1993) and the Hidden Markov Model (HMM) (Vogel et al., 1996)

using the EM algorithm, and applies these models to compute Viterbi alignments for statistical machine translation.

TsinghuaAligner takes the translation probabilities derived from GIZA++ as the central feature and introduces log-

linear models into word alignment. Fast_align is a variation of the lexical translation models. The model of word

alignment configurations is a log-linear reparameterization of Model 2.

Word alignment tool aligns words in a source language sentence to the corresponding words in a target language

sentence. For a sentence-aligned parallel corpus, either side can be considered as the source or the target. Different

alignment direction may produce different word-alignment results, and thus affect the learning of bilingual word rep-

resentations. In particular, the two languages come from different language families, e.g., English and Chinese in the

UM-Corpus, which is our experimental dataset.

We take a bilingual sentence as an example to demonstrate the problems in applying the word alignment tools.

Figs. 1�3 show the word alignments from English sentence to Chinese sentence by the above three tools. Figs. 4�6

show the word-aligned results in the reverse direction, i.e., from Chinese sentence to English sentence. The red links

denote the wrong word alignments. Figs. 1,�3 show the alignment of TsinghuaAligner is better. In this case, “第一

輪 (diyilun)” should be aligned with “first” and “round”, however, fast_align aligns “floored” with “第一輪

(diyilun)”; GIZA++ aligns “floored” with “第一輪 (diyilun)”, “比賽 (bisai)”, and “猛擊 (mengji)”.

Figs. 2 and 5 show the word alignments of TsinghuaAligner from Chinese sentence to English sentence and from

English sentence to Chinese sentence are almost same. However, there are still some unaligned words. Interestingly,

GIZA++ and fast_align “第一輪 (diyilun)” to “first” and “round’ correctly in Figs. 4 and 6, although fast_align also

aligns “第一輪 (diyilun)” to “floored”. The result of word alignment will influence the bilingual word representations in

the embedding space. That is, the wrong alignments propagate the error to the step of word representation learning. Spe-

cifically, the unaligned words may learn incorrect semantic relations between Chinese and English. In this work, we pro-

pose methods to deal with the error alignments and unaligned problems resulting from word alignment tools.
3.3. Skip-gram

The idea of representing words as vectors is proposed by Rumelhart et al. (1986). Before introducing the methods

we propose, we briefly introduce the Skip-gram model (Mikolov et al., 2013a), which is a backbone of many
Fig. 1. Applying GIZA++ from English to Chinese.



Fig. 2. Applying TsinghuaAligner from English to Chinese.
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approaches to learning word representations. Skip-gram learns word representations using simple neural network

architecture for statistical language modeling. Its training objective is to learn the representation of a word by pre-

dicting the word’s context in the same sentence. Given a pivot word w and its context words cw, the probability of

cw and w is defined by the softmax function, where
!
w and

!
cw are word representations of w and cw, respectively:

pðcwjwÞ ¼ 1

1þ exp �!w ¢!cw
� �

The objective of the Skip-gram model is to estimate the log probability of cw to be in the context of w, and the

learning goal is to maximize the average log probability:

J ¼ 1

M

X
S2 T

X
w2 S

X
cw2 S i�l:iþl½ �

logpðcwjwÞ

where T is a training corpus, S is a sentence in T, S½i�l : iþ l� is a word window in S centered on w, and M is total

number of words in T.

An efficient approach of deriving word embeddings presented by Mikolov et al. (2013a) is negative-sampling,

which can improve both the training speed and the quality of word embeddings. Given (w, cw), a pair of word w and

the context cw in the training corpus, the model samples a set of “negative pivot-context” pairs (w, cw0) where
cw0 6¼ w .

After training, closely related words that predict similar context words should have similar vector representations.

In Sections 3.4 and 3.5, we will describe how to extend this idea to cross-lingual contexts.
3.4. Approaches without word alignment

In addition to the past researches (Gouws et al., 2015; Vuli�c and Moens, 2015), we employ the following methods

to formulate the context for learning bilingual word representations from English�Chinese parallel corpus without

word alignment.

Concat(EC) and Concat(CE): These approaches are simple. We just concatenate each pair of aligned sentences

from two languages directly and train word embeddings with Skip-gram model. Concat(EC)/Concat(CE) means put-

ting English sentence before/after the corresponding Chinese Sentence. Consider an English-Chinese parallel sen-

tence “I saw her duck with a telescope”-“我 用 望遠鏡 看 她的 鴨子”. In the pseudo sentence produced by Concat

(EC), the context of “telescope” will be “duck”, “with”, “a”, “我 (I)”, “用 (with)”, and “望遠鏡 (telescope)” when
Fig. 3. Applying fast_align from English to Chinese.



Fig. 4. Applying GIZA++ from Chinese to English. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure, the reader is referred to the web ver-

sion of this article.)
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the window size is 7. It shows an interesting linguistic phenomenon - preposition phrase tends to succeed English

verb and precede Chinese verb.

Interleaving: The main idea of the Interleaving approach is to extract bilingual signals from contexts in a parallel

sentence. It tries to estimate the probabilities of a target word wt to appear in the context of target language cwt and

in the context of source language cws, respectively. Let each English sentence Se be aligned with Chinese sentence

Sc in the parallel corpus Te,c. Assume the lengths of Se and Sc are m and n, respectively, and M is total number of

English words. The context picked for a target word we in Se is a word window cwe 2 Se½ie�l : ieþl� where ie is the

position of we in Se. On the other hand, the context picked for the target word we in Sc is the set of words cwc from

the position ie
k
�l to ie

k
þ l in Sc where k depends on m and n. The following equation is the objective function Ve of

aligning English target word with English and Chinese contextual words, where k is
maxðm;nÞ
minðm;nÞ.

Ve ¼ 1

M

X
Se;Sc 2 Te;cð Þ

X
we 2 Se

X
cwe 2 Se ie�l:ieþl½ �

logpðcwejweÞ þ
X

cwc 2 Sc
ie
k
�l:ie

k
þl½ �

logpðcwcjweÞ

2
64

3
75

Fig. 7 shows a parallel sentence “he floored his opponent with a fine punch in the first round” � “他在第一輪比

賽中猛擊一拳就把對手打倒在地” to demonstrate the computation of Ve, where “fine” is the pivot word and l

is 2.

Similarly, we define Vc from the Chinese side in the parallel corpus. We sum up the objective functions Ve and

Vc as follows, and let it be the objective function of the Interleaving approach.

JInterleaving ¼ Ve þVc
3.5. Approaches with word alignment

Unaligned words are one of the major problems in using word alignment tools. This paper proposes an approach

that integrates word alignment and the interleaving approach. We call this approach BiCIn (bilingual word represen-
tations with word alignment and condition interleaving). Here, interleaving is applied on condition only for those

unaligned words. The algorithm is shown as follows.

First, we utilize word alignment tool GIZA++ (GA), TsinghuaAligner (TA), and fast_align (FA) separately to

align words between English sentence and Chinese sentence, and train the Skip-gram model with word alignment

information. Then, we use the Interleaving approach to deal with the words which are not aligned. Formally, given

an alignment link between a word we in Se and a word wc in Sc. The BiCIn model uses we to predict context words in
Fig. 5. Applying TsinghuaAligner from Chinese to English. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure, the reader is referred to the

web version of this article.)



Fig. 6. Applying fast_align from Chinese to English. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure, the reader is referred to the web

version of this article.)
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Se centered around cwe2Se[ae¡l:ae+l] and uses we to predict wc in Sc from position ac¡l to ac+l where ae and ac are

positions of we and wc in Se and Sc, respectively. The following equation is the objective function Fe of aligning

English target word vectors with English context vectors and Chinese context vectors where Ae is aligned words in

Se. On the other hand, Ue is unaligned words in Se.

Fe ¼ 1
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Fc is defined in the similar way from the Chinese side. We sum up the objective function Fe and Fc as follows

and let it be the objective function of BiCIn.

JBiCIn ¼ Fe þFc

Fig. 8 shows the idea of the BiCIn method for learning bilingual word representations where the word alignment

link is based on the example in Fig. 2. Here “punch” is aligned with “一拳 (yiquan)”. For the unaligned word “fine”,

the computation of Fe in BiCIn is the same as the interleaving approach shown in Fig. 7.

4. Experiments

We evaluate the qualities of the bilingual word representations with the following four tasks:
1.
 Bilingual dictionary induction.
2.
 Cross-lingual information retrieval.
3.
 Cross-lingual analogy reasoning.
4.
 Cross-lingual word semantic relatedness.
We compare the approaches proposed in Sections 3.4 and 3.5 with the methods proposed in previous work includ-

ing BWESG (Shuffle) (Vuli�c and Moens, 2015), the Bilingual Skip-gram Model (BiSkip) (Luong et al., 2015), and

the Bilingual Bag-of-Words without Alignments (BilBOWA) (Gouws et al., 2015). All models are trained by the

Skip-gram model with dimension 300, window size tuned over {10, 20, 30, 40}, and 15 negative samples. The word
Fig. 7. An example for the interleaving approach.



Fig. 8. An example for the word alignment with conditional interleaving.

Table 4

Bilingual dictionary induction (EC).

Alignment Method MRR

Without word alignment Shuffle 0.4652

BilBOWA 0.3538

Concat(EC) 0.4569

Concat(CE) 0.4570

Interleaving 0.4768

With word alignment Method MRR(E) MRR(C)

GA+BiSkip 0.4451 0.3018

TA+BiSkip 0.4462 0.3002

FA+BiSkip 0.4501 0.3791

GA+BiCIn 0.4755 0.4757

TA+BiCIn 0.4774 0.4824

FA+BiCIn 0.4802 0.4867
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alignments for training the BiSkip model are generated using the systems specified in Section 3.1 and the other

parameters follow (Upadhyay et al., 2016).

A word alignment tool aligns a source language sentence to a target language sentence. In our experimental

English-Chinese parallel corpus, the directions can be either English to Chinese or Chinese to English. Both direc-

tions are experimented in this study. We report the results of English and Chinese as source language in bilingual

dictionary induction task, and the better one is reported in the rest tasks due to the length limits. In all experiments,

McNemar’s test is adopted for significance test (p<0.001). The numbers with underline denote the results are better

than Shuffle, BilBOWA and BiSkip with significance level (p<0.001).

The datasets for bilingual dictionary induction, cross-lingual analogy reasoning and cross-lingual word semantic

relatedness measurement are released in our website.2

4.1. Bilingual dictionary induction

This task aims at judging the quality of bilingual word representations based on a bilingual dictionary. We adopt a

dictionary which contains 306,519 bilingual pairs. There are two subtasks: (1) English to Chinese (EC), and (2) Chi-

nese to English (CE). For the EC task, there are 45,104 English words and each word has at least one Chinese trans-

lation. For the CE task, there are 173,790 Chinese words along with its English translation words.

For each bilingual entry (w1, w2) in the dictionary, we report the top 10 neighbors of w1 based on the learned bilin-

gual word representations, and compute the RR (reciprocal rank) of w2. Tables 4 and 5 show the MRR (mean recip-

rocal rank) of the methods in EC task and CE task, respectively, where MRR(E) and MRR(C) mean the source

language is English and Chinese, respectively.

For the approaches without word alignment, Interleaving is the best one, Shuffle is the next and BilBOWA is the

worst. The reasons are as follows. The cross-lingual loss function of BilBOWA is counting distance between bag-of-

words representations of two aligned sentences, while the loss function of the other approaches is extracting linguis-

tic features of two aligned sentences.

For the approaches with word alignment, BiCIn outperforms BiSkip no matter which alignment tools are used.

Because word alignment errors will generate wrong links and BiSkip uses the nearest neighbor alignment or an aver-
2
 http://nlg18.csie.ntu.edu.tw/BiCin/Dataset.zip.

http://nlg18.csie.ntu.edu.tw/BiCin/Dataset.zip


Table 5

Bilingual dictionary induction (CE).

Alignment Method MRR

Without word alignment Shuffle 0.3836

BilBOWA 0.2921

Concat(EC) 0.3791

Concat(CE) 0.3685

Interleaving 0.3951

With word alignment Method MRR(E) MRR(C)

GA+BiSkip 0.3741 0.2140

TA+BiSkip 0.3748 0.2132

FA+BiSkip 0.3779 0.2853

GA+BiCIn 0.4074 0.3997

TA+BiCIn 0.4100 0.4002

FA+BiCIn 0.4145 0.4028

Table 6

Results in Single Language IR (SLIR).

Alignment Method E-T E-D C-T C-D

¡ NTCIR-4 0.3576 0.3469 0.3146 0.3255

¡ SG (E) 0.1411 0.1351 ¡ ¡
SG (C) ¡ ¡ 0.0817 0.0874

Without word alignment Shuffle 0.1698 0.1643 0.1143 0.0862

BilBOWA 0.0694 0.0641 0.0439 0.0452

Concat (EC) 0.1566 0.1458 0.1073 0.0913

Concat (CE) 0.1627 0.1572 0.0965 0.0800

Interleaving 0.1625 0.1598 0.1080 0.0867

With word alignment GA+BiSkip 0.1808 0.1637 0.1165 0.0817

TA+BiSkip 0.1820 0.1599 0.1155 0.0801

FA+BiSkip 0.1683 0.1525 0.1079 0.0871

GA+BiCIn 0.1690 0.1696 0.1162 0.1021

TA+BiCIn 0.1735 0.1593 0.1136 0.0909

FA+BiCIn 0.1697 0.1575 0.1163 0.1039
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age of the two neighbor alignments, the wrong links result in the incorrect word cross-lingual semantics when a word

is unaligned. Take word alignment links in Fig. 3 as an example. The word “first” is unaligned, so BiSkip will use the

alignment of its neighbor “round”. However, the neighbor’s alignment is wrong.

In addition, comparing the performance of BiSkip and BiCIn with different word alignment tools and different

directions shown in Tables 4 and 5, BiSkip prefers applying fast_align to align words and using English as the source

language. The performance is worst when the source language is Chinese. In contrast, BiCIn is more robust. The per-

formance of BiCIn is similar no matter which word alignment tool and which alignment direction are adopted. Con-

sequently, using BiCIn to learn bilingual word representations is more appropriate than BiSkip in this task.

Comparing the results of the best approaches without word alignment (i.e., Interleaving) and the best approach

with word alignment (i.e., BiCIn), the word level alignment information improves the performance.

4.2. Cross-lingual information retrieval

We use the dataset in the NTCIR-43 Cross-Lingual Information Retrieval (CLIR) task to evaluate different

approaches. NTCIR-4 provides two subtasks: Single Language Information Retrieval (SLIR) and Bilingual Informa-

tion Retrieval (BLIR). In SLIR, the topic set and the document set are written in the same language. In BLIR task, a

topic in one language is used to access the documents in another language. The NTCIR-4 dataset contains 347,376

English documents and 381,375 Chinese documents. Total 60 topics are given. Each topic consists of four fields,

i.e., Title (T), Description (D), Narrative (N), and Concepts (C).
3 http://research.nii.ac.jp/ntcir/ntcir-ws4/ws-en.html.

http://research.nii.ac.jp/ntcir/ntcir-ws4/ws-en.html
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In SLIR, we execute T-run and D-run in which Title and Description fields are used, respectively. In BLIR, we exe-

cute D-run only. Topic and document embeddings are constructed by summing up word vectors by equal weight,

and then documents are ranked by computing the cosine similarity between topic embedding and each document

embedding. Mean Average Precision (MAP) score is considered as the main evaluation metric.

Table 6 shows the result of SLIR runs on Chinese documents and English documents. In the notations “E-T”, “E-

D”, “C-T” and “C-D”, “E” and “C” denote English and Chinese, and “T” and “D” denote T-run and D-run. For

example, “E-T” means T-run on English document set. The top three MAP scores are shown in bold. In SLIR, we

also compare bilingual embeddings with monolingual embeddings trained on the Skip-gram model with only

English sentences or Chinese sentences in UM-Corpus, e.g., SG(E) is the Skip-gram model trained on English mono-

lingual sentences only.

The best runs in NTCIR-4 are reported in the first line of Table 6. The performances of the methods explored in

this paper are all below the best scores in NTCIR-4. The major reason is that the out-of-vocabulary (OOV) words

appear in 6 English topics and 16 Chinese topics. Take the English topic, “Find articles containing Taiwan laborers’

appeal in the "Chiutou" (Autumn Struggle) protest and the laborer policies proposed by Government in 199800, as an
example. “Chiutou”, which is not in the UM-corpus, is an OOV word. The best NTCIR-4 run builds knowledge

ontology for some topic terms by using search engine on the Internet with manual verification to solve the OOV

problem. In this task, we do not deal with the OOV problem with human intervention, so that the performances can-

not be compared directly.

Vuli�c and Moens (2015) propose the BWESG (Shuffle) model, which performs better than the omnipresent stan-

dard query likelihood model and the latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA) model in both Monolingual Retrieval and

Cross-Lingual Retrieval. It is the major target to be compared in the experiments.

Table 6 shows that Shuffle is better than the other approaches without word alignment in most runs. Comparing

the results of the approaches without word alignment and the approaches with word alignment, the times of the latter

approaches ranking in top three (in bold) are more than those of the former approaches. In the approaches with word

alignment, the times of BiCIn ranking in top three are more than those of BiSkip. Moreover, BiCIn performs better

than Monolingual Skip-gram model in all the runs.

Table 7 shows the results of the BLIR runs on English topics accessing to Chinese documents (E!C) and the

BLIR runs on Chinese topics accessing to English documents (C!E). The top three MAP scores are shown in bold

and the best runs in NTCIR-4 are reported in the first line.

Intuitively, cross-lingual information retrieval is more challenging than the monolingual one because it needs to

cross the language boundaries by translating query and comprehending word semantics. In general, machine transla-

tion systems or bilingual dictionaries cannot cover all the words included in queries. The best run in NTCIR-4 solves

the out-of-vocabulary problem in the translation process by expanding bilingual dictionaries with the web resources

and collecting translation information of unknown words from the web manually.

For the approaches without word alignment, Shuffle performs better in C!E, and Interleaving performs better in

E!C. Especially, the performances of Interleaving are better than those of BiSkip in both E!C and C!E tasks.

That is consistent with the experiments in the bilingual dictionary induction.
Table 7

Results in Bilingual Information Retrieval (BLIR).

Alignment Method E!C C!E

¡ NTCIR-4 0.0663 0.2238

Without word alignment Shuffle 0.0268 0.0781

BilBOWA 0.0036 0.0177

Concat(EC) 0.0235 0.0646

Concat(CE) 0.0160 0.0678

Interleaving 0.0283 0.0707

With word alignment GA+BiSkip 0.0278 0.0664

TA+BiSkip 0.0268 0.0642

FA+BiSkip 0.0261 0.0612

GA+BiCIn 0.0286 0.0725

TA+BiCIn 0.0294 0.0811

FA+BiCIn 0.0294 0.0715
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In the approaches with word alignment, BiCIn performs better than BiSkip does in bilingual information retrieval

no matter which alignment tools are adopted. The results show that BiCIn captures monolingual and bilingual word

representations more precisely than the other bilingual word representation methods do.

4.3. Cross-lingual analogy reasoning

The word analogy task is first introduced by Mikolov et al. (2013a). The analogy reasoning questions are in the

form of “a is to a* as b is to b*”. We are required to infer b* given the known identities of a, a*, and b. For instance,

in the question “king: queen = man: __”, woman is returned as the answer. Similarly, France is returned for the ques-

tion “Madrid: Spain = Paris: __”.

The goal of the cross-lingual analogy reasoning task is to evaluate the performance of the bilingual embeddings in

capturing cross lingual syntactic and semantic regularities. We develop a cross-lingual analogy reasoning dataset

based on the analogy reasoning dataset (Mikolov et al., 2013a), which consists of 8869 semantic questions and

10,675 syntactic questions in English. In the original dataset, there are five types of semantic questions, including

capital-common-countries, capital-world, currency, city-in-state, and family. Moreover, there are nine types of syn-

tactic questions in the dataset, including plural verbs, past tense, adjective to adverb, etc.

We translate English words in an analogy reasoning question into Chinese by Google Translate. We consider the

following bilingual analogy reasoning questions in which the issues of translation and reasoning are covered. Note

EECC means a and a* are in English, and b and b* are in Chinese. The other notations have the similar

interpretations.

(a) EECC and CCEE: the questions relate to cross-lingual analogy reasoning only.
(b)
 ECEC and CECE: the questions relate to both cross-lingual analogy reasoning and translation.
(c)
 EEEC and CCCE: the questions relate to cross-lingual asymmetric reasoning and translation.
Some linguistic properties in English do not appear in Chinese. For example, Chinese does not have plural verbs,

thus “eat” and “eats” have the same Chinese translation. In the experimental setup, we remove the analogy reasoning

questions which are not suitable for cross-language evaluation. Table 8 shows the types and the statistics of the anal-

ogy reasoning questions in this study.

We deal with the analogy reasoning by the 3CosMul method (Levy et al., 2014) shown as follows, where e=0.001.
The performance is measured by accuracy at top 1 (acc@1) and accuracy at top 5 (acc@5).

argmax
b� 2V

cos b�; bð Þ cos b�; a�ð Þ
cos b�; að Þ þ ɛ

� �

4.3.1. Results of monolingual analogy reasoning

Figs. 9 and 10 show the results of English and Chinese analogy reasoning measured by acc@1 and acc@5,

respectively. The method SG(E)/SG(C), which is the Skip-gram model trained on English/Chinese monolingual sen-

tences only, is regarded as the baseline. All the methods adopted in the experiments are listed in the x-axis, acc@1

and acc@5 are shown in the y-axis with different colors, and the exact numbers are specified in the top of the bars.
Table 8

Types and statistics of analogy reasoning questions.

A a* b b* Abbr. #Questions

English English Chinese Chinese EECC 9266

English Chinese English Chinese ECEC 4633

English English English Chinese EEEC 4633

Chinese Chinese English English CCEE 9266

Chinese English Chinese English CECE 4633

Chinese Chinese Chinese English CCCE 4633

English English English English EEEE 19,544

Chinese Chinese Chinese Chinese CCCC 4633



Fig. 9. Results of English analogy reasoning. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure, the reader is referred to the web version of

this article.)
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Interestingly, the performances of the proposed bilingual embedding models in Sections 3.4 and 3.5, i.e., Concat

(EC), Concat(CE), Interleaving, and BiCIn, are better than those of monolingual embeddings, i.e., SG(E) and SG

(C), in monolingual analogy reasoning questions. This is because similar representations are assigned to similar

words across languages in bilingual vector space. That can help infer word relationship in one language if the bilin-

gual embedding space captures correct semantic regularities for the words in another language.

For illustration, the t-SNE algorithm is used to project the word vectors to two-dimensional figures. Figs. 11 and 12

show the directions from capital to the country in SG(E) and SG(C), where green lines denote the direction are different

from the others. The different directions from the capital to the country will result in wrong analogy reasoning. On the

other hand, Fig. 13 shows the directions from the capital to the country in bilingual embeddings learned by TA+BiCIn.

Note that the directions from the capital to the country either in English or Chinese shown in Fig. 13 are almost similar.

These examples demonstrate that bilingual information is helpful to monolingual analogy reasoning task.
Fig. 10. Results of Chinese analogy reasoning. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure, the reader is referred to the web version

of this article.)



Fig. 11. Visualization of English words about capital and country in monolingual analogy reasoning by SG(E). (For interpretation of the referen-

ces to color in this figure, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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4.3.2. Results of cross-lingual analogy reasoning

Fig. 14 shows the results of the approaches without word alignment, i.e., Shuffle, BilBOWA, Concat(EC), Concat

(CE) and Interleaving, and the approaches with word alignment, i.e., BiSkip and BiCIn, for EECC, ECEC, and
Fig. 12. Visualization of Chinese words about capital and country in monolingual analogy reasoning by SG(C). (For interpretation of the referen-

ces to color in this figure, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)



Fig. 13. Visualization of English and Chinese words about capital and country in monolingual analogy reasoning by TA+BiCIn.
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EEEC questions, where b* is in Chinese. Fig. 15 shows the results of cross-lingual analogy reasoning for CCEE,

CECE, and CCCE questions, where b* is in English. The two metrics acc@1 and acc@5 are shown in the same bar

with different colors for the same method and the same question type. Moreover, the exact numbers of the top 3

methods for each question type are also listed for reference.

The best three methods measured by acc@5 are the approaches without word alignment. In particular, the per-

formances of concatenating methods are the best and significant with p<0.001 using the McNemar’s test comparing

with Shuffle, BilBOWA and BiSkip. The performances of the BiCIn methods are not as good as expected when
Fig. 14. Results of cross-lingual analogy reasoning (b* is in Chinese).



Fig. 15. Results of cross-lingual analogy reasoning (b* is in English). (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure, the reader is

referred to the web version of this article.)
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measured by acc@1, however, their performances rise greatly when measured by acc@5. This is because BiCIn

tends to rank the translation of word b at top 1, but it can return the correct answers at top 5. Table 9 shows the TA

+BiCIn method returns the wrong answer at top 1 for some questions. Actually, it returns the translation of word b

in the question at top 1, and returns the correct answer at top 2. Although BilBOWA and BiSkip perform well when

measured by acc@1, the number of cross-lingual analogy reasoning questions which can be solved is less than our

methods (i.e., Interleaving or BiCIn) from the metric acc@5.
4.4. Cross-lingual word semantic relatedness

The task of word semantic relatedness is to measure the association degree between a pair of words. WordSim353

(Finkelstein et al., 2001) contains 353 English word pairs which are assigned similarity ratings by an average of 13 to

16 human judgments. Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient (Myers et al., 1995) between rankings measured by the

cosine similarity of two words’ vectors learned by a model and word similarity ratings assigned by humans is the

metric to evaluate the model’s performance.

To develop a dataset for cross-lingual semantic relatedness measurement, we use Google Translate to obtain the

Chinese translation of 353 English word pairs and remove duplicate ones. For example, the English word pair is

(law, lawyer), and the bilingual word pairs are (law,律師 (lawyer)) and (法律 (law), lawyer). Finally, we obtain 697

bilingual word pairs and 353 monolingual word pairs. Table 10 shows the Spearman correlation of the methods in

the experiments.
Table 9

Some Top-1 answers returned by TA+BiCIn.

Analogy reasoning questions Top-1 answer

Helsinki:芬蘭 (Finland) = Athens:希臘 (Greece) 雅典 (Athens)

Father:母親 (Mother) = Uncle:阿姨 (Aunt) 叔叔 (Uncle)

Beijing: China = Hanoi越南 (Vietnam) 河内 (Hanoi)

Father: Mother = Son:女兒 (Daughter) 兒子 (Son)



Table 10

Monolingual and bilingual word semantic relatedness

experiments.

Alignment level Method Bilingual English Chinese

¡ SG(E) ¡ 0.6824 ¡
SG(C) ¡ ¡ 0.6476

Without word alignment Shuffle 0.6681 0.6781 0.6694

BilBOWA 0.5389 0.5079 0.5577

Concat(EC) 0.6637 0.6535 0.6429

Concat(CE) 0.6613 0.6656 0.6381

Interleaving 0.6884 0.6898 0.6712

With word alignment GA+BiSkip 0.6354 0.6469 0.6097

TA+BiSkip 0.6385 0.6592 0.6270

FA+BiSkip 0.6524 0.6818 0.6475

GA+BiCIn 0.7007 0.7212 0.6919

TA+BiCIn 0.7058 0.7041 0.6863

FA+BiCIn 0.6853 0.7040 0.6873
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In the monolingual word semantic relatedness experiments, Interleaving is the best one in the approaches without

word alignment and is also better than the Skip-gram models trained on monolingual corpus, i.e., SG(E) and SG(C).

Shuffle also performs better than SG does in the Chinese word semantic relatedness experiment.

In the bilingual word semantic relatedness experiments, Interleaving is the best one in the approaches without

word alignment and is also better than BiSkip, which requires word alignment. The reason is that the representations

of the unaligned words might be affected by BiSkip. In contrast, the unaligned words in BiCIn are dealt with by the

interleaving approach, which achieves a better performance than BiSkip does. BiCIn outperforms BiSkip no matter

which word alignment tools are applied. In addition, BiCIn improves the performance of Interleaving in both mono-

lingual and cross-lingual word semantic relatedness. We can conclude that word alignment is required in word

semantic relatedness task.

In Table 3, Duong et al. (2016) achieve the 0.762 Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient on monolingual word

semantic relatedness task. However, the learned embedding is combined dictionary from both Panlex and Wiktion-

ary. Without dictionary information, their performance is 0.686, which is inferior to Interleaving.
4.5. Summary and discussion

Table 11 summarizes the experimental results of the four tasks. We address the major issues denoted by the solid

circle (�) behind each task. All these tasks have the translation issue. CLIR and analogy reasoning tasks have one

additional issue. Moreover, the solid diamond (^), the up-pointing triangle (~), and the down-pointing triangle

(!) denote the best, the next best, and the worst methods, respectively. Overall, BiCIn performs the best in three

tasks; Interleaving performs the next best in three tasks; Shuffle performs the next best in two tasks; and BilBOWA

performs the worst in all the tasks. The dictionary induction and the semantic relatedness face the same issue, so that

the preferred and dispreferred methods are consistent. The analogy reasoning task prefers the approaches without

word alignment except BilBOWA.
Table 11

Result summary.

Task Dictionary induction CLIR Analogy reasoning Semantic relatedness

Translation � � � �
Reasoning �
Access �
Shuffle ~ (C!E) ~

BilBOWA ! ! ! !

Concat ^

Interleaving ~ ~ (E!C) ~

BiSkip

BiCIn ^ ^ ^
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BiCIn is less sensitive to the alignment direction and alignment tools. Comparatively, BiSkip is more sensitive to

the alignment errors and unaligned words. In conclusion, we recommend using the BiCIn method if word alignment

tool is available. If there are no such tools, the Interleaving method is recommended.
5. Conclusions

In this paper, we investigate the issues of using or not using word alignment in learning bilingual word representa-

tions and explore various non-alignment and alignment approaches to generate contexts for training the Skip-gram

model. In the approaches without word alignment, we explore concatenating, interleaving, shuffling parallel sen-

tence, and using parallel sentence separately. In the approaches with word alignment, three word alignment tools are

applied.

For the case of unaligned words, BiSkip utilizes immediate neighbors’ alignments. In contrast, we introduce

BiCIn to learn bilingual word representations of the unaligned words by conditional interleaving. We evaluate these

approaches in four tasks, including (1) bilingual dictionary induction, (2) cross-lingual information retrieval, (3)

cross-lingual analogy reasoning, and (4) cross-lingual word semantic relatedness.

From the experimental results of the four tasks, we observe the word alignment approach with conditional inter-

leaving (BiCIn) performs the best in most of the tasks. In addition, we also propose Interleaving which is a state-of-

the-art approach of bilingual word representation without word alignment. It performs well in bilingual dictionary

induction task and cross-lingual word semantic relatedness task. In the cross-lingual analogy reasoning task, the

approaches without word alignment are better than the approaches with word alignment.

In the future, we will examine the uses of BiCIn and Interleaving in the tasks which concern other issues such as

classification. Besides English-Chinese, other language pairs can be explored.
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